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CUSTOMER INFORMATION:
1a. Table of Awarded Special Item Number(s) with appropriate cross-reference to page
numbers: 874-1
1b. Identification of the lowest priced model number and lowest unit price for that model for each special
item number awarded in the contract. This price is the Government price based on a unit of one,
exclusive of any quantity/dollar volume, prompt payment, or any other concession affecting price. Those
contracts that have unit prices based on the geographic location of the customer, should show the range
of the lowest price, and cite the areas to which the prices apply.
1c.

If the Contractor is proposing hourly rates a description of all corresponding commercial job titles,
experience, functional responsibility and education for those types of employees or subcontractors who
will perform services shall be provided. If hourly rates are not applicable, indicate Not applicable for
this item.

2.

Maximum Order: 1000000

3.

Minimum Order: 300

4.

Geographic Coverage (delivery Area): FOB Domestic and Overseas

5.

Point(s) of production (city, county, and state or foreign country): Same as company address

6.

Discount from list prices or statement of net price: Government Net Prices (discounts already deducted).
See prices attached

7.

Quantity discounts: None Offered

8.

Prompt payment terms: Net 30 days

9a. Notification that Government purchase cards are accepted up to the micro-purchase threshold: Yes
9b. Notification whether Government purchase cards are accepted or not accepted above the micropurchase threshold: Contact Contractor
10. Foreign items (list items by country of origin): None
11a. Time of Delivery (Contractor insert number of days): Specified on the Task Order
11b. Expedited Delivery. The Contractor will insert the sentence Items available for expedited delivery are
noted in this price list. under this heading. The Contractor may use a symbol of its choosing to highlight
items in its price list that have expedited delivery: Contact Contractor
11c. Overnight and 2-day delivery. The Contractor will indicate whether overnight and 2-day delivery are
available. Also, the Contractor will indicate that the schedule customer may contact the Contractor for
rates for overnight and 2-day delivery: Contact Contractor
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11d. Urgent Requirements. The Contractor will note in its price list the Urgent Requirements clause of its
contract and advise agencies that they can also contact the Contractor’s representative to effect a faster
delivery: Contact Contractor
12. F.O.B Points(s): Destination

13a. Ordering Address(es): Same as contractor
13b. Ordering procedures: For supplies and services, the ordering procedures, information on Blanket
Purchase Agreements (BPAs), and a sample BPA can be found at the GSA/FSS Schedule homepage
(fss.gsa.gov/schedules).
14. Payment address(es): Same as company address
15. Warranty provision: Contractor’s Standard Commercial Warranty
16. Export Packing Charges (if applicable): N/A
17. Terms and conditions of Government purchase card acceptance (any thresholds above the micropurchase level): Contact Contractor
18. Terms and conditions of rental, maintenance, and repair (if applicable): N/A
19. Terms and conditions of installation (if applicable): N/A
20. Terms and conditions of repair parts indicating date of parts price lists and any discounts from list
prices (if applicable): N/A
20a. Terms and conditions for any other services (if applicable): N/A
21. List of service and distribution points (if applicable): N/A
22. List of participating dealers (if applicable): N/A
23. Preventive maintenance (if applicable): N/A
24a. Special attributes such as environmental attributes, (e.g., recycled content, energy efficiency, and/or
reduced pollutants): N/A
24b. If applicable, indicate that Section 508 compliance information is available on Electronic and
Information Technology (EIT) supplies and services and show where full details can be found (e.g.
contactor s website or other location.) The EIT standards can be found at: www.Section508.gov/.
25. Data Universal Numbering System (DUNS) number: 03-9695577
26. Notification regarding registration in Central Contractor Registration (CCR) database: Registered
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Contractor will accept LH and FFP
Government Awarded Prices (Net Prices)

Labor Category

Contractor
Government
Site
Site
$210.05
$174.63
$191.31
$155.89
$184.66
$144.04
$176.63
$137.78
$155.67
$123.18
$153.09
$119.39
$149.56
$111.39
$138.96
$ 95.35
$312.46
$284.14
$241.89
$215.66
$185.88
$160.56
$150.76
$124.10
$112.73
$ 84.11
$137.46
$108.94
$128.37
$101.48
$117.49
$ 87.66
$106.78
$ 82.72
$102.15
$ 79.69
$ 90.80
$ 67.09
$ 68.09
$ 49.24
$110.89
$100.23
$101.12
$ 89.41
$ 90.33
$ 79.83
$ 77.16
$ 62.61
$ 66.41
$ 51.03
$ 55.78
$ 45.09
$ 53.35
$ 41.61

Program Manager VIII
Program VII
Program Manager VI
Program Manager V
Program Manager IV
Program Manager III
Program Manager II
Program Manager I
Consultant IV
Consultant III
Consultant II
Consultant I
Educational Specialist
Analyst VII
Analyst VI
Analyst V
Analyst IV
Analyst III
Analyst II
Analyst I
Data Specialist VII
Data Specialist VI
Data Specialist V
Data Specialist IV
Data Specialist III
Data Specialist II
Data Specialist I
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Labor Category Descriptions
Program Manager VIII
MINIMUM EXPERIENCE: Twenty (20) years of relevant management experience of which fifteen (15)
years must be specialized in mutually agreed field of endeavor. Experience required includes overall
program/project development from inception to completion and demonstrated ability to provide in depth
assessment and advice for a myriad of tasks across several functional areas through the use of multiple
technologies. Ability to solve complex problems within constraints of program resources and milestones.
FUNCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITY: Responsible for managing contract operations and ensuring quality
standards and work performance on all projects. Works closely with assigned Program Managers, Task
Leaders and other Team members in ensuring that focus is maintained on problem solution and task
completion. Participates in program/in-process review with the Customer and the Team. Provides expert
guidance at the highest expert/intellectual levels. Acts as principal interface with customers and technical
community.
EDUCATION: Master’s Degree

Program Manager VII
MINIMUM EXPERIENCE: Fifteen (18) years of relevant management experience of which fifteen (15)
years must be specialized in mutually agreed field of endeavor. Experience required includes overall
program/project development from inception to completion and demonstrated ability to provide in depth
assessment and advice for a myriad of tasks across several functional areas through the use of multiple
technologies. Ability to solve complex problems within constraints of program resources and milestones.
FUNCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITY: Responsible for managing contract operations and ensuring quality
standards and work performance on all projects. Works closely with assigned Program Managers, Task
Leaders and other Team members in ensuring that focus is maintained on problem solution and task
completion. Participates in program/in-process review with the Customer and the Team. Provides expert
guidance at the highest expert/intellectual levels. Acts as principal interface with customers and technical
community.
EDUCATION: Master’s Degree

Program Manager VI
MINIMUM EXPERIENCE: Fifteen (15) years of relevant management experience of which ten (12) years
must be specialized in mutually agreed field of endeavor. Experience required includes overall
program/project development from inception to completion and demonstrated ability to provide in depth
assessment and advice for a myriad of tasks across several functional areas through the use of multiple
technologies. Ability to solve complex problems within constraints of program resources and milestones.
FUNCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITY: Responsible for managing contract operations and ensuring quality
standards and work performance on all projects. Works closely with assigned Program Managers, Task
Leaders and other Team members in ensuring that focus is maintained on problem solution and task
completion. Participates in program/in-process review with the Customer and the Team. Provides expert
guidance at the highest expert/intellectual levels. Acts as principal interface with customers and technical
community.
EDUCATION: Master’s Degree
5
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Program Manager V
MINIMUM EXPERIENCE: Ten (12) years of relevant management experience of which eight (8) years
must be specialized in mutually agreed field of endeavor. Experience required includes overall
program/project development from inception to completion and demonstrated ability to provide in depth
assessment and advice for a myriad of tasks across several functional areas through the use of multiple
technologies. Ability to solve complex problems within constraints of program resources and milestones.
FUNCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITY: Responsible for managing contract operations and ensuring quality
standards and work performance on all projects. Works closely with assigned Program Managers, Task
Leaders and other Team members in ensuring that focus is maintained on problem solution and task
completion. Participates in program/in-process review with the Customer and the Team. Provides expert
guidance at the highest expert/intellectual levels. Acts as principle interface with customers and technical
community.
EDUCATION: Master’s Degree

Program Manager IV
MINIMUM EXPERIENCE: Ten (10) years of relevant management experience of which six (6) years must
be specialized in mutually agreed field of endeavor. Experience required includes overall program/project
development from inception to completion and demonstrated ability to provide in depth assessment and
advice for a myriad of tasks across several functional areas through the use of multiple technologies.
FUNCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITY: Responsible for managing contract operations and ensuring quality
standards and work performance on all projects. Works closely with assigned Program Managers, Task
Leaders and other Team members in ensuring that focus is maintained on problem solution and task
completion. Participates in program/in-process review with the Customer and the Team. Provides expert
guidance at the highest expert/intellectual levels.
EDUCATION: Bachelor’s Degree

Program Manager III
MINIMUM EXPERIENCE: Eight (8) years of relevant management experience of which four (4) years
must be specialized in mutually agreed field of endeavor. Specialized experience includes complete
program/project development from inception to initiation, demonstrated ability to provide guidance and
direction in multiple tasks across several functional areas using diverse technologies, and proven
expertise in the management and control of funds and resources, and demonstrated capability in
managing complex multitask efforts to successful completion.
FUNCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITY: Responsible for the effective management of funds and personnel and
is accountable for the quality and timely delivery of contractual items. Operates within customer guidance,
contractual limitations and company business/policy directives. Serves as focal point of contact with
customer on technical program issues along with the Senior Program Manager when assigned. Ensures
that all required resources including manpower, service standards, supplies, and facilities are available
for program implementation. Manages program including task identification, project design, development
and execution; maintains close liaison with the Customer.
EDUCATION: Bachelor’s Degree
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Program Manager II
MINIMUM EXPERIENCE: Six (6) years of relevant management experience of which four (4) years must
be specialized in mutually agreed field of endeavor.
FUNCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITY: Assists in preparation of management plans and reports. Conducts
research as required. Coordinates project activities and schedules to aid completion of proposals,
contract deliverables, task order quality reviews, briefings, and presentations. Serves as technical and
quality editor of written materials. Coordinates with the project team in performing the work. Analyzes,
develops, and reviews program administrative procedures. Works with limited supervision and direction.
EDUCATION: Bachelor’s Degree

Program Manager I
MINIMUM EXPERIENCE: Four (4) years of relevant management experience of which four (4) years
must be specialized in mutually agreed field of endeavor.
FUNCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITY: Assists in preparation of management plans and reports. Conducts
supervised research as required. Monitors project activities and schedules to analyze progress toward
completion of proposals, contract deliverables, task order quality reviews, briefings, and presentations.
Ensures that technical and quality standards of written materials are met. Coordinates with the project
team in performing the work. Works under supervision and direction.
EDUCATION: Bachelor’s Degree
Program Manager Levels

VIII

VII

VI

V

IV

III

II

I

Years of Management Experience

20

18

15

12

10

8

6

4

Years of Specialized Experience

15

15

12

8

6

4

4

4

Education

M

M

M

M

B

B

B

B

P=PhD

M=Master’s

B=Bachelor’s

Consultant IV
MINIMUM EXPERIENCE: Twenty (20) years of relevant management experience of which fifteen (15)
years must be specialized in mutually agreed field of endeavor. Experience required includes multidisciplinary background in developing automated systems and information technology based solutions,
and proven ability to apply technology to business operations in multiple industries.
FUNCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITY: Responsible for the planning, organizing, management, and
performance of work for one or more subtasks within the relevant subject matter domain of the project.
Contributes substantially to the performance of project activities and the preparation of work products.
Ensures that the methods, tools, and techniques applied in performance of the work reflect the state of
the art.
EDUCATION: PhD
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Consultant III
MINIMUM EXPERIENCE: Fifteen (15) years of relevant management experience of which ten (10) years
must be specialized in mutually agreed field of endeavor. Experience required includes multi-disciplinary
background in developing automated systems and information technology based solutions, and proven
ability to apply technology to business operations in multiple industries.
FUNCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITY: Responsible for the planning, organizing, management, and
performance of work for one or more subtasks within the relevant subject matter domain of the project.
Contributes substantially to the performance of project activities and the preparation of work products.
Ensures that the methods, tools, and techniques applied in performance of the work reflect the state of
the art.
EDUCATION: Master’s Degree

Consultant II
MINIMUM EXPERIENCE: Ten (10) years of relevant management experience of which eight (8) years
must be specialized in mutually agreed field of endeavor. Experience required includes multi-disciplinary
background in developing automated systems and information technology based solutions, and proven
ability to apply technology to business operations in multiple industries.
FUNCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITY: Responsible for the planning, organizing, management, and
performance of work for one or more subtasks within the relevant subject matter domain of the project.
Contributes substantially to the performance of project activities and the preparation of work products.
Ensures that the methods, tools, and techniques applied in performance of the work reflect the state of
the art.
EDUCATION: Master’s Degree

Consultant I
MINIMUM EXPERIENCE: Five (5) years of relevant management experience of which five (5) years must
be specialized in mutually agreed field of endeavor. Experience required includes multi-disciplinary
background in developing automated systems and information technology based solutions, and proven
ability to apply technology to business operations in multiple industries.
FUNCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITY: Responsible for the planning, organizing, management, and
performance of work for one or more subtasks within the relevant subject matter domain of the project.
Contributes substantially to the performance of project activities and the preparation of work products.
Ensures that the methods, tools, and techniques applied in performance of the work reflect the state of
the art.
EDUCATION: Master’s Degree

Consultant Levels

IV

III

II

I

Years of Management Experience

20

15

10

5

Years of Specialized Experience

15

10

8

5

Education

P

M

M

M

P=PhD

M=Master’s
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Educational Specialist
MINIMUM EXPERIENCE: Ten (10) years of relevant educational and training experience. Experience
required includes background in civilian and/or government teaching environment.
FUNCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITY: Responsible for instructional and curriculum development;
management and direction of training programs; higher education and corporate training; measurement,
assessment and evaluation of student learning; and education and training administration. May possess
experience with faculty development.
EDUCATION: Master’ Degree

Analyst VII
MINIMUM EXPERIENCE: Twenty years (20) of relevant experience. Experience required includes
engineering/analysis work in research, development, design, testing, analysis, planning, or application of
engineering systems, structures, software applications, processes equipment, devices, or materials.
FUNCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITY: Applies intensive and diversified knowledge of principles and practices
in various areas. Applies the use of advanced technology in the modification and extension of theories,
precepts, and practices in field. Assesses the feasibility and soundness of proposed engineering
evaluation test, products, or equipment. Performs analytical and operational analyses for any section of
management, organization, and business improvement services.
EDUCATION: Master’s Degree

Analyst VI
MINIMUM EXPERIENCE: Fifteen (15) years of relevant experience. Experience required includes
engineering/analysis work in research, development, design, testing, analysis, planning, or application of
engineering systems, structures, software applications, processes equipment, devices, or materials.
FUNCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITY: Applies intensive and diversified knowledge of principles and practices
in various areas. Applies the use of advanced technology in the modification and extension of theories,
precepts, and practices in field. Assesses the feasibility and soundness of proposed engineering
evaluation test, products, or equipment. Performs analytical and operational analyses for any section of
management, organization, and business improvement services.
EDUCATION: Master’s Degree

Analyst V
MINIMUM EXPERIENCE: Ten (10) years of relevant experience. Experience required includes
engineering/analysis work in research, development, design, testing, analysis, planning, or application of
engineering systems, structures, software applications, processes equipment, devices, or materials.
FUNCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITY: Applies intensive and diversified knowledge of principles and practices
in various areas. Applies the use of advanced technology in the modification and extension of theories,
precepts, and practices in field. Assesses the feasibility and soundness of proposed engineering
evaluation test, products, or equipment. Performs analytical and operational analyses for any section of
management, organization, and business improvement services.
Education: BACHELOR S DEGREE
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Analyst IV
MINIMUM EXPERIENCE: Eight (8) years of relevant experience. Experience required includes
engineering/analysis work in research, development, design, testing, analysis, planning, or application of
engineering systems, structures, software applications, processes equipment, devices, or materials.
FUNCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITY: Applies intensive and diversified knowledge of principles and practices
in various areas. Applies the use of advanced technology in the modification and extension of theories,
precepts, and practices in field. Assesses the feasibility and soundness of proposed engineering
evaluation test, products, or equipment. Performs analytical and operational analyses for any section of
management, organization, and business improvement services.
EDUCATION: Bachelor s Degree

Analyst III
MINIMUM EXPERIENCE: Six (6) years of relevant experience. Experience required includes
engineering/analysis work in research, development, design, testing, analysis, planning, or application of
engineering systems, structures, software applications, processes equipment, devices, or materials.
FUNCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITY: Applies intensive and diversified knowledge of principles and practices
in various areas. Applies the use of advanced technology in the modification and extension of theories,
precepts, and practices in field. Assesses the feasibility and soundness of proposed engineering
evaluation test, products, or equipment. Performs analytical and operational analyses for any section of
management, organization, and business improvement services.
EDUCATION: Bachelor’s Degree

Analyst II
MINIMUM EXPERIENCE: Four (4) years of relevant experience. Experience required includes
engineering/analysis work in research, development, design, testing, analysis, planning, or application of
engineering systems, structures, software applications, processes equipment, devices, or materials.
FUNCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITY: Applies intensive and diversified knowledge of principles and practices
in various areas. Applies the use of advanced technology in the modification and extension of theories,
precepts, and practices in field. Assesses the feasibility and soundness of proposed engineering
evaluation test, products, or equipment. Performs analytical and operational analyses for any section of
management, organization, and business improvement services.
EDUCATION: Bachelor’s Degree

Analyst I
MINIMUM EXPERIENCE: Two (2) years of relevant experience. Experience required includes
engineering/analysis work in research, development, design, testing, analysis, planning, or application of
engineering systems, structures, software applications, processes equipment, devices, or materials.
FUNCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITY: Applies intensive and diversified knowledge of principles and practices
in various areas. Applies the use of advanced technology in the modification and extension of theories,
precepts, and practices in field. Assesses the feasibility and soundness of proposed engineering
evaluation test, products, or equipment. Performs analytical and operational analyses for any section of
management, organization, and business improvement services.
EDUCATION: Bachelor’s Degree
10
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Analyst Levels

VII

VI

V

IV

III

II

I

Years of Experience

20

15

10

8

6

4

2

Education/Equiv

M

M

B

B

B

B

B

P=PhD

M=Master’s

B=Bachelor’s

Data Specialist VII
MINIMUM EXPERIENCE: Twenty (20) years of relevant experience. Experience required includes
designing, developing, and implementing large scale automated analytic tools including databases,
geographic information systems, and models and simulations. Provides management oversight for data
base technical personnel and teams.
FUNCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITY: Responsible for the exploitation and collection of data for integration
into reports. Provides technical and administrative direction for technical professionals performing
software development tasks. Performs daily supervision and provides technical direction to staff to ensure
program deadlines are met on time and within cost. Acts as principal interface with the customer and the
technical community.
EDUCATION: Master’s Degree

Data Specialist VI
MINIMUM EXPERIENCE: Fifteen (15) years of relevant experience. Experience required includes
designing, developing, and implementing large scale automated analytic tools including databases,
geographic information systems, and models and simulations. Provides management oversight for data
base technical personnel and teams.
FUNCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITY: Responsible for the exploitation and collection of data for integration
into reports. Provides technical and administrative direction for technical professionals performing
software development tasks. Performs daily supervision and provides technical direction to staff to ensure
program deadlines are met on time and within cost.
EDUCATION: Master’s Degree

Data Specialist V
MINIMUM EXPERIENCE: Ten (10) years of relevant experience. Experience required includes designing,
developing, and implementing large scale automated analytic tools including databases, geographic
information systems, and models and simulations. Provides management oversight for data base
technical personnel and teams.
Functional Responsibility: Responsible for the exploitation and collection of data for integration into
reports. Provides technical and administrative direction for technical professionals performing software
development tasks. Performs daily supervision and provides technical direction to staff to ensure
program deadlines are met on time and within cost. Acts as principal interface with the customer and the
technical community.
EDUCATION: Master’s Degree
11
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Data Specialist IV
MINIMUM EXPERIENCE: Eight (8) years of relevant experience. Experience required includes designing,
developing, and implementing large scale automated analytic tools including databases, geographic
information systems, and models and simulations.
Functional Responsibility: Responsible for the exploitation and collection of data for integration into
reports. Provides technical and administrative direction for technical professionals performing software
development tasks.
EDUCATION: Bachelor s Degree

Data Specialist III
Minimum Experience: Six 6) years of relevant experience. Experience required includes designing,
developing, and implementing large scale automated analytic tools including databases, geographic
information systems, and models and simulations.
Functional Responsibility: Responsible for the exploitation and collection of data for integration into
reports, implementing QA procedures, evaluating processes, and ensuring compliance to applicable
standards and procedures.
Education: Bachelor’s Degree

Data Specialist II

Minimum Experience: Four (4) years of relevant experience. Experience required includes designing,
developing, and implementing large scale automated analytic tools including databases, geographic
information systems, and models and simulations.
Functional Responsibility: Responsible for the exploitation and collection of data for integration into
reports, implementing QA procedures, evaluating procedures, and ensuring compliance to applicable
standards and procedures.
Education: Bachelor’s Degree

Data Specialist I

Minimum Experience: Two (2) years of relevant experience. Experience required includes designing,
developing, and implementing large scale automated analytic tools including databases, geographic
information systems, and models and simulations.
Functional Responsibility: Responsible for the exploitation and collection of data for integration into
reports, implementing QA procedures, and ensuring compliance to applicable standards and procedures.
Education: Bachelor’s Degree
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Data Specialist Levels

VII

VI

V

IV

III

II

I

Years of Experience

20

15

10

8

6

4

2

Education

M

M

M

B

B

B

B

P=PhD

M=Master’s

DEGREE MAY BE SUBSTITUTED AS FOLLOWS:
ASSOCIATE DEGREE = 2 YEARS EXPERIENCE
BACHELOR DEGREE = 4 YEARS EXPERIENCE
MASTERS DEGREE = 6 YEARS EXPERIENCE
PHD = 8 YEARS EXPERIENCE
EDUCATION MAY BE SUBSTITUTED AS FOLLOWS:
2 YEARS EXPERIENCE = ASSOCIATE DEGREE
4 YEARS EXPERIENCE = BACHELOR DEGREE
6 YEARS EXPERIENCE = MASTERS DEGREE
8 YEARS EXPERIENCE = PHD
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